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 Filament-related proton events are slightly more common than non-related (53/47 %).
 The majority of the proton events originate from the western hemisphere (≈70 %).
 87% of solar energetic particle-related filaments are localized in active regions.
 Only 5% of the eruptive filaments tend to produce proton events.
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Abstract

In the current study the association rate between solar energetic particles
(protons) and filaments and/or filament eruptions (FEs) is investigated using
a larger event sample than previously. Proton events observed in the period
2010−2016 are accompanied by filaments in 53% (82/156) of the cases. Due
to the lack of comprehensive catalog of all filaments, a catalog of FE is used
for the reversed association. Only about 5% of FEs have in situ proton
signatures of larger median intensity, compared to the median of the entire
proton sample. Other eruptive phenomena (flares and coronal mass ejections)
related to the proton events show differences in their distributions compared
to the respective FE-samples. The indication for a shock wave formation
using the type II radio signatures is also considered and discussed.
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1. Introduction

For more than a century now, the different aspects of solar activity are
considered to be undoubtedly connected. All of them owe their existence
to the magnetic field and represent different ways in which solar plasma
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is responding to the underlying magnetic field evolution [1]. Solar eruptions5

with their variety of signatures of energy release including prominences, solar
flares, coronal mass ejections (CMEs), radio emissions, fluxes of solar ener-
getic particles (SEPs) and global waves, play a significant role in generating
space weather. Large eruptions can evolve into CMEs that can plow through
the solar wind and ultimately impact the Earth’s magnetosphere [2, 3]. Many10

of these CMEs were claimed to originate from prominence eruptions [4]. Re-
gardless of their magnitude, eruptions are key elements in figuring out the
structure and dynamics of the solar atmosphere [5].

Solar eruptions demonstrate the solar activity − they might be a simple
local brightening or the most powerful event in our solar system. The easiest15

to observe are the bright chromospheric eruptions. Typically, they are visible
in Hα and are evidence of some deep-seated disturbance which may manifest
itself at widely separated points on the Sun [6]. Observations of solar eruptive
events at radio frequencies started a few years after the first detection of radio
waves from an astronomical object in 1932 by Karl Jansky and often the radio20

bursts are associated with chromospheric eruptions [7, 8].
The occurrence of solar eruption often happens after a disparition brusque

(DB) of a filament. DBs are events observed in Hα, first reported by Des-
landres in 1889 [9]. They are a kind of filament eruptions (FEs) and may be
a final or a temporary change in shape and visibility of the prominence [10].25

Nearly half of low-latitude filaments are seen to suffer a DB at least once
during their existence [11]. Two types of DBs are known − thermal (DBt
[12]) and dynamical (DBd [13]). DBds are classical eruptions of a quiescent
filament when the prominence plasma is ejected in the corona and in the he-
liosphere. In most of the cases DBds are final stage of prominence lifetime.30

The DBts on the other hand happen due to heating of the cold prominence
material because of rising energy flux to the body of the filament. It disap-
pears in Hα line, but becomes visible in UV or X-rays. Often the prominence
appears again in Hα in a few hours when cooling down. The DBds are more
often associated with CMEs of intense geomagnetic storms [14, 15, 4].35

CMEs consist of large structures containing plasma and magnetic fields
that are expelled from the Sun into the heliosphere with the apparent speeds
of the leading edges of CMEs range from about 20 to >2500 km s−1, or from
well below the sound speed in the corona to well above the Alfvèn speed [16,
17]. White-light observations reveal the typical structure of a CME: bright40

loop (helmet streamer) with a dark cavity below and a core [18] − structures
that can also appear in the quiet solar atmosphere [19, 20]. The CME core
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consists a filament [21]. Various studies explore the relation between different
manifestations of solar activity. It was found that approximately half of
active region (AR) FEs are associated with CMEs [22]. Smaller eruptions45

may provide the ultimate source for the solar wind [23]. As the FEs are
claimed to be progenitors of mass ejections, different authors reveal different
values of this relation: 56% by [24], or more than 80% by [25, 4]. CME-
related are 92% of studied eruptive prominences by [26], while the remaining
8% ”show weak mass motions confined to nearby streamers”.50

While studying the relationship between different solar phenomena [24]
divide FEs in two groups − active and quiescent. For a ”solar flare” defined
as the enhanced emission either in optical Hα or/and in GOES X-ray, 41%
of all prominence eruptions are linked with flares by [24]. AR FEs are more
likely to be associated with flares (95%) compared to quiescent FEs (28%).55

Similar results are obtained using larger samples by [22], connecting 96% of
FEs with flares.

No statistical relationship is been reported between FEs and SEP fluxes
(above 10 MeV). Previous studies discuss only isolated cases, e.g., single
event studies are shown in [27, 28, 29] and a handful of events are analyzed60

by [30, 31]. Overall, the authors claimed that AR and impulsive phase are
not necessary for the occurrence of the SEP events that were characterized
by a rather steep spectrum (&4). CME-driven shock acceleration scenario
was favored there, supported by the observation of IP type II radio bursts
(without metric type II or shock-signatures formed only in the high corona).65

The aim of this study is to re-evaluate the association between filaments
and SEP events using larger event samples than before and the best quality
prominence observations possible to date. Thus, the analysis covers the time
period of Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO [32]) mission. Namely, a list of
observed SEP events from 2010 to the end of 2016 has been systematically70

checked for the appearance or not of a prominence. The reversed direction of
the correspondence has also been evaluated, using all reported SDO FEs [33].
The association rate and characteristics of the filaments are finally compared
with the respective properties of all FEs.

2. Observations and Data Analysis75

For the analysis performed in this study, several different types of data
and catalogs are used. The main components of the work are the prominences
and SEP (with a focus on the proton) events.
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Space-based observations by the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA;
[34]) aboard the SDO are the main source for the prominence data analysis.80

We analyzed images from HeII 304 Å channel taken with spatial resolution of
∼ 1.5′′ and a cadence of about 12 seconds. To check for possible association
between the filaments and ARs we inspected images in AIA 1600 Å, 1700 Å
and 4500 Å and used the provided AR identification by https://solarmonitor.
org.85

In addition, a list of AIA/SDO FEs has already been compiled by [33]
and provided as online catalog1 with &900 entries over the period 2010−2014.
Among all parameters listed in the catalog, relevant for our study are the
onset and end times of the FE together with the related flare and CME.
Based on these timings, we could associate the SOHO/ERNE proton event90

with the given FE.
For the energetic proton events, data from the SOHO/ERNE [35] instru-

ment is used. In the considered period (2010−2016), 186 proton events in
the 17−22 MeV energy channel have been identified by visual inspection of
the temporal profiles of the proton fluxes. Furthermore, we applied a tem-95

poral criteria for the association between the in situ proton event and the
solar eruptive event, in terms of both solar flare and CME, where possible,
similarly to the procedure summarized in [36]. For 111/186 (60%) of proton
events both flare and CME could be identified, whereas for the additional 45
proton cases only one of the eruptive event could be associated (due to data100

gaps, complex cases or high amount of uncertainty). For the remaining 30
proton cases, no solar origin association could be found and these events are
not considered further in this study. Finally, a filament is sought at the time
of onset of the solar flare/CME, regarded as the solar origin of the proton
event. A detailed report on the SOHO/ERNE 20 MeV catalog compilation105

is under way (for preliminary results see [37]).
Among the additional information relevant for the present study are the

flare listing2,3, radio burst identification [36] and the LASCO/SOHO (Large
Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph Experiment/Solar and Heliospheric
Observatory) CME Catalog4 [38]. Sunspot number data used for graphical110

representation of the solar cycle is taken from SILSO data archive, Royal

1http://aia.cfa.harvard.edu/filament/
2https://hesperia.gsfc.nasa.gov/goes/goes event listings/
3ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/SOLAR DATA/SGD PDFversion/
4https://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME list/
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Figure 1: Yearly distribution of the proton events and yearly mean total sunspot number.

Observatory of Belgium, Brussels5.
The characteristics of the protons, filaments and related phenomena are

summarized in a table form in the Appendix.

3. Results115

3.1. Correlation analysis between solar proton events and filaments

In the time period considered by the current study (2010−2016), there
are 186 proton events at ∼20 MeV identified by SOHO/ERNE instrument.
When studying the solar origin of SEP events we exclude all events with
uncertain origin identification. Thus only about 84% (156/186) from the120

original proton list remains to be explored. Using the information for the
proton-related flares and CMEs, we identified the presence or not of a filament
(no distinction between eruptive or not). From our list, 82/156 SEP events
were accompanied by prominences (53%), while in the remaining 74/156
cases (47%) could not be associated with any filaments.125

The frequency of SEP occurrence increases around the solar maximum.
(Figure 1). The maximum of solar cycle 24 (as defined by sunspot num-
ber) reached in April 2014 coincides well with the maximum of registered
proton events. The heliographic (longitude and latitude) distribution of the
proton events is given in Figure 2. SEP events with identified origin and130

(flare) heliographic coordinates tend to appear in an area ±30◦ around the

5http://sidc.be/silso/datafiles
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Figure 2: Heliographic locations of the origin of the SEP events registered by
SOHO/ERNE in the period 2010 and 2016.

solar equator, preferring latitudes around ±15◦. The expected north-south
asymmetry for the explored time period between 2010 and 2016 is noticeable
even after excluding 74 events with unknown flare coordinates. We obtain
that 59% (66/112 cases) of the particle origin are observed north of the solar135

equator and 41% (46/112 cases) − to the south. In addition, we mark that
SEPs appear mostly in northern hemisphere before the maximum of solar
cycle 24 (accepted here to be April 2014) and prefer southern hemisphere
after the solar maximum.

When evaluating the heliolongitude of the proton origin, in addition to140

the information of the AR location taken from the proton-related flare, we
also use the direction of propagation of the proton-related CME (given by
the measurement position angle, MPA). Since at least one of the flare−CME
pair is identified for 156 proton events, AR and MPA information is used.
Finally, we obtain that nearly 69% (108/156) of the proton sample originate145

from the western heliolongitudes, whereas the remaining 31% (48/156) are
from the east. These percentages confirm the well-known observation for the
preferential western origin of in situ observed particles. This trend is kept
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Figure 3: The upper row shows the histograms of the yearly distribution of SOHO/ERNE
20 MeV protons (light-gray) with proton-related filaments (black) on the left and the
distribution of the events with respect to the proton peak intensity, right plot. In the
lower row, the histograms of the distribution of the number of proton-related solar flares
vs. flare class (left) and proton-related CMEs vs. linear speed (right plot) are given.

even when we consider the longitudinal distribution of the proton-related
filaments, with 73% (60/82) in the west and 27% (22/82) in the east.150

Figure 3 (top left) shows the yearly distribution of the proton and proton-
related filaments using 6-month time bin. On the top right plot is pre-
sented the distribution of the proton events with respect to the peak inten-
sity (in units of protons/(cm2 s sr MeV)−1). The mean/median values are
0.017/0.012, respectively.155

For completeness, we present the distributions of the proton-related flare
and CME sample (lower row), as a function of their flare class and CME
speed, correspondingly. The mean/median values (M1.6/M1.8 and 1010/930
km s−1) are shown in each respective plot.

The association rate between SEP-related filaments and ARs is 87%.160

Only 11 (about 13%) of the 82 SEP-related prominences are not connected
with AR. Heliographic coordinates could be found for half of these filaments,
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Figure 4: Distribution of the SEP-related prominences outside active regions with known
heliographic coordinates.

as marked on Figure 4, whereas for the remaining cases the flare is uncertain
and thus the heliographic location.

Furthermore, we identified the type II burst occurrence (used as a proxy165

for a shock wave) to each reported proton case using as a guideline the timing
of the flare and CME. Part of the associations are adopted from the catalog
in [39], whereas the remaining cases are identified following the procedure
described there. Based on the possible identification, we summarize in Ta-
ble 1 the occurrence or not of a coronal or IP type II radio burst with respect170

to the protons with and without filaments. In total, 149 identifications were
possible for the coronal range (in 84 of the cases, type II are present) and 152
for the IP range (90 IP type II could be identified). From the entire list of
186 proton events, there are also a number of uncertain cases in either range,
namely when no type II burst could be identified with certainty (37 in the175

coronal and 34 in the IP range). When we normalize to the event sample,
we will drop the uncertain cases.

From the 82 proton cases with filaments, 78 have identified radio sig-
natures in the corona and 81 in the IP space, used for the respective nor-
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Table 1: Contingency table of the association rate between protons with/without filaments
and the type II radio bursts occurring in the solar corona (using ground-based) and IP
space (using satellite observations).

Proton-related sample coronal type II IP type II
Y N Y N

with filaments 62% (48/78) 38% (30/78) 63% (51/81) 37% (30/81)
without filaments 51% (36/71) 49% (35/71) 52% (35/67) 48% (32/67)

malization. The results for the latter show that there is some tendency for180

proton events with filaments to be accompanied by coronal type II bursts
(62%) and/or by IP type IIs (63%) than otherwise, see Table 1. In contrast,
when the proton events are not accompanied by filaments (after dropping
3 (7) cases with uncertain coronal (IP) radio signatures, respectively from
the total sample of 74 proton events without filaments), the percentages of185

occurrence or not of type II burst are nearly the same.
As a rule, the above percentage in the coronal range is calculated inde-

pendently on the findings in the IP one. However, one could impose different
set of criteria on the appearance for the coronal and IP type II bursts. Re-
quiring information for the type IIs to be known in both radio ranges, we are190

left with 145 cases from the entire proton sample. Among them, 77 (68) are
for protons with (without) filaments. When implying the condition of simul-
taneous occurrence of coronal and IP type II burst, we obtain 47% (36/77)
for the protons with filaments and 38% (26/68) for the protons without the
presence of a filament. Furthermore, if we require a coronal type II that could195

not propagate through the IP space, the results are nearly equal for either
category, 14%, 11/77 (with) and 15%, 10/68 (without). Similar results are
obtained when no coronal but a presence only of IP signature is required,
18%, 14/77 (19%, 13/68) for proton events with (without filaments), respec-
tively. The remaining percentages (16 and 19 events) are for the proton cases200

with lack of type II bursts in both radio ranges, for the presence or not of
filaments, respectively.

3.2. Correlation analysis between FEs and solar proton events

The reverse direction of the association is by considering protons related
to filaments. However, no comprehensive list of all observed filaments during205

the period of interest is known to us. Nevertheless, a list of FEs is available
and is used in this study, the AIA catalog of FEs [33]. The online version of
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the catalog6 contains close to 980 entries in the period April 2010−October
2014, however only about 954 are selected here for further analysis (after
removal of double entires). Since this is not a list of all observed filaments210

(quiescent and eruptive), the reverse association is performed with the addi-
tional condition applied on the filaments to be eruptive. In the same period
2010−2014 as the AIA FE catalog, 37 out of the 65 proton-related filaments
(see Appendix) are not listed in the FE catalog, probably due to lack of ap-
parent eruption. For the purpose of comparison as well as due to the large215

number of FEs and its availability, the AIA FE catalog is adopted here as a
representative FE list.

The analysis starts with the timings provided for the FEs together with
information about the identified accompanied solar features (flares, CMEs,
ARs). FEs and the proton events are assumed to be related phenomena if220

the onset of the proton as measured at 1 AU is either during the course of
the FE or latest two hours after the reported end of the FE (in order to allow
time for particle acceleration and transport to the particle detector). From
the reported FE duration and the onset time of the protons, we could identify
only 45 cases that fulfill the above condition, or the probability of occurrence225

reaches only 5% (45/954). This number should be considered as a lower limit
for the association rate, due to the adopted criterion for association and the
omissions of filaments from the catalog.

In Figure 5 (upper row) are shown the histograms of the FEs and the
FE-related protons. The distribution in terms of proton peak intensity of230

these FE-relates protons is given on the right plot. The mean/median value
for the proton intensity is 0.045/0.022.

For comparative purposes, we give the flare and CME distributions of
the respective FE-related samples, Figure 5 (lower row). In this case, the ob-
tained mean/median values are C2.7/C2.3 and 430/390 km s−1, respectively.235

Much lower values (mean and median) for the FE-related flares and CMEs
are obtained, compared to the respective values for the proton-related flare
and CME samples.

The statistical difference between the proton-related and FE-related sam-
ples is investigated using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The results are240

shown in Table 2. The proton list and FE-proton list is the only pair that
could be drawn from the same parent distribution within the 5% confidence

6http://aia.cfa.harvard.edu/filament/catalog table.txt; status February 2018.
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Figure 5: Histogram of the yearly distribution of EPs (light-gray) with FE-related proton
events (black) on the left and the distribution of the FE-related proton events with respect
to their proton peak intensity, right plot. Histogram of the distribution of the number of
FE-related solar flares vs. flare class (left) and FE-related CMEs vs. linear speed (right
plot).

Table 2: Table of statistical difference under the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. A statistical
difference between two samples of events is considered when the calculated probability
(D) is larger than the reference value for the selected here 5% confidence level, D0.05 =
1.36[(n1+n2)/n1∗n2]0.5, where n1 and n2 are the number of events in the two distributions.

Proton-related and FE-related samples
protons flares CMEs

difference No Yes Yes
probability D = 0.19; D0.05 = 0.23 D = 0.49; D0.05 = 0.16 D = 0.68; D0.05 = 0.12
sample size n1 = 186; n2 = 45 n1 = 112; n2 = 197 n1 = 155; n2 = 595

level, adopted here. Only in case this level is relaxed to about 13%, the two
proton distributions show a difference. For the pairs of proton-related and
FE-related flare and CME distributions, however, we readily obtain statisti-245

cal difference. Namely, the proton-related flares and those in association to
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FEs comprise two different distributions. Similar result is obtained for the
two CME samples. Both, the proton-related flares and CMEs are of larger
magnitude, compared to the respective FE-related samples.

4. Conclusions and discussions250

We present the most detailed statistical study to date about the connec-
tion between solar energetic protons and filaments relying on space-based
observations by Atmospheric Imaging Assembly aboard the Solar Dynamics
Observatory. We inspected 186 proton events in the period between 2010
and the end of 2016 to identify the related solar activity phenomena (includ-255

ing prominences, flares, coronal mass ejections, radio bursts of type II, etc.).
The main results are summarized below:

• Filament-related proton events tend to be slightly more common than
non-related (53-to-47 %).

• More SEP events appeared in northern solar hemisphere than in south-260

ern for the studied time period (59-to-41 %). The preferred solar hemi-
sphere changes at the year of maximum of solar cycle 24 − in the years
before April 2014 more SEP events are observed north of solar equator,
while the dependency changes in the second half of the period.

• SEP events appear in a region not farther than ±30◦ around the solar265

equator. The largest amount of events are detected to originate on
about ±15◦ latitude.

• The majority of the SEPs in the considered period is registered to
originate from the western hemisphere (close to 70 %).

• 87% of SEP-related filaments are localized in active regions. The re-270

maining 13% consists of only 11 cases for 6 years. The reported cases of
prominences outside active regions producing SEP event are rare, such
as the events presented by [30, 31]. Two of the reported there events are
also listed in the current study (2011/11/26 and 2013/09/29). The one
from 2011 is categorized as SEP-related filament out of active region275

by [31], however we link the filament eruption with AR11353.

• We found that only 5% of the cataloged eruptive filaments tend to
produce SEP events.
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• Proton events with filaments show a tendency to be accompanied by
coronal (62%) and/or IP type II bursts (63%). Among the protons with280

filaments, 47% have type II features in both ranges, 14% have shock
signatures only in the coronal range, 18% − only in the IP range, and
the remaining 21% is for the lack of any type II bursts.

Further analysis in several aspects is already under way. The proton cat-
alog (SOHO/ERNE 17−22 MeV) over the previous solar cycle 23 is under285

completion, allowing the current analysis to be also extended. In addition,
the kinematics of the filaments, where permissible to be evaluated by the
available observations, will be explored in details. Finally, the filament evo-
lution together with the spectral index characteristics of the filament-related
proton events will be the topic of a separate study reported elsewhere.290
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Appendix

Table 3 lists the SOHO/ERNE 20 MeV proton events and selected pa-295

rameters of the proton-associated flares, CMEs, filaments and type II radio
bursts, using ground-based observations for the coronal signatures and space-
borne for the IP features. When a filament has been identified in relation to
the proton event, we list the active region (AR) intersected by this filament
and whether it is listed in the catalog of filament eruptions [33]. In case of300

inability to define some characteristic or possible association for the events
we use designation ‘u’ for uncertainty, while ‘g’ stands for gap in the data
archive of current instrument.
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Table 3: Table of ∼20 MeV SOHO/ERNE proton events (2010−2016) and associated
solar events: flares (class/onset), CMEs (time of first appearance/linear speed), filaments
(Y/N and related AR), appearance of type II radio burst (in the corona: y/n, in the IP
space: Y/N), whether the filament is listed in [33] (Y/N). Time in UT; speed in km s−1.
Abbreviations: g: data gap; n/N: no; u: uncertain; y/Y: yes.

Proton onset Solar flare CME Filaments Type Listed
yyyy/mm/dd hr class/onset time/speed Y/N AR II Y/N
2010/02/12 17 M8.3/11:19 u N - yN -
2010/06/12 3 M2.0/00:30 01:32/486 N - yY -
2010/08/14 11 C4.4/09:38 10:12/1205 Y 11097 yY N
2010/08/18 7 C4.5/04:45 05:48/1471 Y 11098 yY N
2010/08/31 23 u 21:17/1304 N - nY -
2010/09/08 25 C3.3/23:05 23:27/818 Y 11105 nY N
2010/12/31 6 C1.3/04:18 05:00/363 N - yN -
2011/01/28 2 M1.3/00:44 01:26/606 Y 11149 yY Y
2011/02/15 4 X2.2/01:44 02:24/669 Y 11158 yY Y
2011/03/07 17 C5.8/14:46 15:50/698 Y 11163 yY N
2011/03/07 22 M3.7/19:43 20:00/2125 Y 11164 yY Y
2011/03/16 22 C3.7/17:52 19:12/682 Y 11166/11169 uN N
2011/03/21 5 u 02:24/1341 N - yY -
2011/03/29 22 u 20:36/1264 Y 11180/11183 nN Y
2011/05/11 4 B8.1/02:23 02:48/745 Y 11203/11205 yY Y
2011/06/04 12 u 06:48/1407 Y Y nY N
2011/06/07 9 M2.5/06:16 06:49/1255 Y 11233 yY Y
2011/06/11 13 u 12:00/522 Y N nN Y
2011/08/02 7 M1.4/05:19 06:36/712 N - yY -
2011/08/03 15 M6.0/13:17 14:00/610 N - yY -
2011/08/04 6 M9.3/03:41 04:12/1315 Y 11261 yY Y
2011/08/08 19 M3.5/18:00 18:12/1343 N - yY -
2011/08/09 9 X6.9/07:48 08:12/1610 N - yY -
2011/09/04 6 C9.0/04:36 05:12/262 N - yN -
2011/09/04 32 C7.9/23:58 00:48/622 N - nN -
2011/09/06 3 M5.3/01:35 02:24/782 Y 11283 yY Y
2011/09/07 2 X2.1/22:12 23:05/575 Y 11283 yY Y
2011/09/21 24 u 22:12/1007 N - nN -
2011/10/22 12 M1.3/10:00 10:24/1005 Y 11314 nY N
2011/11/03 24 M2.1/23:28 23:30/991 Y 11330/11333 nY N
2011/11/17 8 u 20:36/1041 N - nY -
2011/11/26 9 C1.2/06:09 07:12/933 Y 11353 nY Y
2012/01/19 19 M3.2/13:44 14:36/1120 Y 11402 nY Y
2012/01/27 20 C2.4/14:31 15:13/2508 Y N yY -
2012/02/24 5 u 03:46/800 Y N nY -
2012/03/04 19 M2.0/10:29 11:00/1306 Y 11429 nY N
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Table 3: cont’d
Proton onset Solar flare CME EP Type Listed

yyyy/mm/dd hr class/onset time/speed Y/N AR II Y/N
2012/03/07 7 X1.3/01:05 01:30/1825 N - yY -
2012/03/13 19 M7.9/17:12 17:36/1884 Y 11429 nY N
2012/03/29 31 B6.2/23:19 23:36/753 N - nN -
2012/04/05 24 C1.5/20:49 21:25/828 Y 11450 yY Y
2012/04/09 15 C3.9/12:12 12:36/921 Y 11452 yY Y
2012/04/18 42 C1.8/14:42 15:12/540 N - nN -
2012/04/20 3 B9.0/01:55 02:00/345 Y 11463 nN N
2012/05/17 3 M5.1/01:25 01:48/1582 Y 11476 yY Y
2012/05/26 22 u 20:58/1966 N - yY -
2012/06/02 7 C1.5/04:15 04:36/1175 N - nN -
2012/06/08 7 C7.7/02:51 03:47/353 N - yN -
2012/06/12 11 u 05:24/864 Y 11494/11499 nN N
2012/06/14 17 M1.9/12:52 14:12/987 N - nY -
2012/07/06 24 X1.1/23:01 23:24/1828 N - yY -
2012/07/12 18 X1.4/15:37 16:48/885 N - yY -
2012/07/17 16 M1.7/12:03 13:48/958 Y N nY N
2012/07/19 9 M7.7/04:17 05:24/1631 Y 11520 yY N
2012/07/23 8 u 02:36/2003 Y 11523 yY Y
2012/08/31 23 C8.4/19:45 20:00/1442 Y Y nY Y
2012/09/08 12 g 10:00/734 N - nY -
2012/09/21 12 u 06:24/639 N - nN -
2012/09/27 g C3.7/23:36 24:12/947 Y 11575/11577 yY Y
2012/10/07 16 u 07:36/663 N - nN -
2012/11/08 g u 11:00/972 N - nY -
2013/02/06 16 C8.7/00:04 00:24/1867 Y 11667 yN Y
2013/02/26 13 u 09:12/987 N - nY -
2013/03/05 14 u 03:48/1316 N - nY -
2013/03/15 18 M1.1/05:46 07:12/1063 N - nY -
2013/04/11 8 u 07:24/861 N - yY -
2013/04/21 11 u 07:24/919 N - nu -
2013/04/24 24 C1.2/21:50 22:12/594 Y 11723 nN N
2013/05/02 9 M1.1/04:58 05:24/671 N - yN -
2013/05/13 20 X2.8/15:48 16:08/1850 Y 11745 yY N
2013/05/15 10 X1.2/01:25 01:48/1366 N - yY -
2013/05/22 15 M5.0/13:08 12:26/1466 Y 11745 yY N
2013/06/21 13 M2.9/02:30 03:12/1900 Y 11777 nY N
2013/06/28 8 C4.4/01:36 02:00/1037 N - nY -
2013/08/17 21 M3.3/18:16 19:12/1202 Y 11818 yY Y
2013/08/20 5 u 08:12/784 N - nN -
2013/08/30 7 C8.3/02:04 02:48/949 N - yY -
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Table 3: cont’d
Proton onset Solar flare CME EP Type Listed

yyyy/mm/dd hr class/onset time/speed Y/N AR II Y/N
2013/09/24 32 u 20:36/919 Y N nN Y
2013/09/29 43 C1.2/21:43 22:12/1179 Y N yY Y
2013/10/11 19 M1.5/07:01 07:24/1200 Y N yY N
2013/10/22 24 M4.2/21:15 21:48/459 Y 11873/11875 yY N
2013/10/25 13 X2.1/14:51 15:12/587 N - yY -
2013/10/28 7 M5.1/04:32 04:48/1201 Y 11875 yY Y
2013/12/07 12 M1.2/07:17 07:36/1085 Y Y yY N
2013/12/12 6 C4.6/03:11 03:36/1002 N - yY -
2013/12/13 29 u 21:24/518 N - nN -
2013/12/26 8 u 03:34/1336 N - nY -
2013/12/28 20 C9.3/17:53 17:36/1118 N - nY -
2014/01/04 23 M4.0/18:47 21:23/977 N - nN -
2014/01/06 9 u 08:00/1402 Y 11937/11938 yY Y
2014/01/07 21 X1.2/18:04 18:24/1830 N - yY -
2014/01/20 31 C3.6/21:39 22:00/721 Y Y nY N
2014/01/21 20 M1.3/18:57 18:48/1035 N - uN -
2014/02/11 15 C8.4/13:15 13:48/330 N - yN -
2014/02/11 24 u 19:24/613 Y 11975 uY N
2014/02/14 13 u 08:48/1165 N - nN -
2014/02/16 11 M1.1/09:20 10:00/634 N - nu -
2014/02/18 5 C3.3/09:49 01:36/779 Y N yN Y
2014/02/20 8 M3.0/07:26 08:00/948 Y Y yY N
2014/02/25 5 X4.9/00:39 01:26/2147 Y 11990 yY Y
2014/03/22 13 u 10:00/756 N - nN -
2014/03/24 12 u 07:12/809 Y Y nN N
2014/03/28 25 M2.6/23:44 23:48/514 Y 12017 yY N
2014/03/29 19 X1.0/17:35 18:12/528 N - yY -
2014/04/02 25 M6.5/13:18 13:36/1471 N - yY -
2014/04/05 4 u 06:24/798 N - nN -
2014/04/18 14 M7.3/12:31 13:26/1203 N - yY -
2014/04/25 2 X1.3/00:17 00:48/456 Y 12046 yN N
2014/05/07 19 M1.2/16:07 16:24/923 Y 12055/12056 nY N
2014/05/09 4 u 02:48/1099 Y 12049 yY Y
2014/06/06 13 u 12:48/704 Y N yN N
2014/06/12 25 M3.1/21:34 22:12/684 Y 12085 yY N
2014/06/17 17 C3.0/08:13 09:12/1198 N - nN -
2014/07/08 18 M6.5/16:06 16:36/773 Y 12113 yN Y
2014/08/22 13 u 11:12/600 N - yY -
2014/08/25 18 M2.0/14:46 15:36/55 N - yY -
2014/08/29 3 u 17:24/766 N - uN -
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Table 3: cont’d
Proton onset Solar flare CME EP Type Listed

yyyy/mm/dd hr class/onset time/speed Y/N AR II Y/N
2014/09/02 5 u 11:12/1901 N - yY -
2014/09/10 26 X1.6/17:21 18:00/1267 N - yY -
2014/09/22 9 u 06:12/618 N - nY -
2014/09/24 30 u 21:30/1350 N - yY -
2014/10/02 21 M7.3/18:49 19:12/513 Y 12173 yN N
2014/10/10 19 C3.0/15:42 16:12/782 N - nN -
2014/10/13 4 u 00:12/521 Y 12184 nN N
2014/10/15 24 M2.2/19:07 18:48/848 Y 12129 uN N
2014/11/01 9 C2.7/04:44 05:00/1628 Y 12200 yu -
2014/11/07 6 M2.0/04:12 04:38/672 N - nu -
2014/11/09 14 u 10:24/633 Y 12207 nN -
2014/11/10 11 C7.6/02:18 03:36/230 N - nN -
2014/12/05 8 C2.1/05:28 06:24/534 N - yN -
2014/12/13 11 g 14:24/2222 Y 12227 yY -
2015/02/21 11 u 09:24/1120 Y N nN -
2015/04/12 26 C6.4/23:24 23:48/678 Y 12320 yN -
2015/04/14 15 u 02:36/1198 N - yN -
2015/05/06 15 M1.9/11:45 12:12/738 N - yN -
2015/05/12 5 C2.6/02:15 02:48/772 Y 12335/12337 yN -
2015/06/14 8 C5.9/03:48 04:12/1228 N - nN -
2015/06/18 4 M1.2/00:33 01:26/1714 Y 12365 nN -
2015/06/21 19 M2.6/02:06 02:36/1366 N - yY -
2015/07/01 16 u 14:36/1435 Y N uY -
2015/07/19 12 C2.1/09:22 09:48/782 Y 12384 nN -
2015/08/24 10 M5.6/07:26 08:48/272 Y 12403 nN -
2015/09/20 19 M2.1/17:32 18:12/1239 Y 12418 yY -
2015/09/30 19 g 09:36/586 Y 12422 nN -
2015/10/22 7 C4.4/02:13 03:12/817 N - nN -
2015/10/29 3 u 02:36/530 Y 12437 yY -
2015/11/04 16 M3.7/13:31 14:48/578 N - yY -
2015/11/09 22 M3.9/12:49 13:25/1041 Y 12449 yY -
2015/12/28 14 M1.8/11:20 12:12/1212 N - nY -
2016/01/01 24 M2.3/23:10 23:24/1730 Y 12473 yN -
2016/01/28 13 C9.6/11:48 12:24/562 Y 12488 nN -
2016/01/29 24 C2.0/20:48 22:12/800 Y 12488 nN -
2016/02/11 27 C8.9/20:18 21:18/719 N - yN -
2016/03/16 8 C2.2/06:34 07:00/592 Y 12522 yN -
2016/04/18 27 M6.7/00:14 00:48/1084 Y Y yN -
2016/05/15 17 C3.2/15:19 15:12/1118 N - uN -
2016/07/20 25 C4.6/22:03 23:12/426 N - nN -
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